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About This Software

Unbound encourages playful creation using virtual reality gear with tracked controllers, while enabling two creators to
collaborate in real time in the same space, on the same 3D objects.

The initial Early Access launch includes:

Realtime collaboration

Invite friends into the space and play or work together over the internet.

Sharp Features

Our models can uniquely represent organic shapes as well as more mechanical, CAD-like objects.

Multiple Objects

Unbound is built to go beyond the modelling of a single object. Like a game engine, Unbound can have thousands of objects in
a scene. And every thing is always changeable.

Compact Models

Unbound models are tiny when you save them. This makes sharing a model over the network and bringing them into a
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collaborative space pretty much instantaneous.

Physically Based Material System

Mix materials as you craft, sculpt or spay paint on models. The volume and surface of creators edits are stored internally, for use
during saves.

Export

Creators have the ability to export mesh models from Unbound’s volumetric format. Take your models with you and continue
using your favorite tools, whether it’s game development, rendering or 3D printing.

Important Note:

Unbound will only run on NVIDIA GPUs for some time after launching in Early Access. Most of our algorithms are
heavy on GPU compute and as a small team, development really benefited from building with CUDA. Once Unbound is

ready to be optimized, we are planning to port this to AMD. We kindly ask for your patience and understanding.
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Title: Unbound
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Game Development, Early Access
Developer:
Unbound Technologies, Inc.
Publisher:
Unbound Technologies, Inc.
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 (64-Bit)

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 980

Additional Notes: NVIDIA ONLY (NO AMD GPU SUPPORT YET)

English
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I was hoping for something more like Marble Maddness or Super Monkey Ball. Unfortunately this game is a lot slower paced
and relies a lot more on puzzle solving than dexterity. The worst thing is how much you have to spend rolling around doing the
neccessary puzzle solving steps after you've already figured it out. IT's like if the block pushing parts of zelda were an entire
game. Also the controls felt a bit too sluggish for me. Alltogether I liked a lot about this game, its good visuals and relaxing
audio but I cant recommend it.. I like all of the 4th wall breaks. Better than the actual Bible because when was the last time the
Bible version of Satan started singing Sympathy for the Devil? 10\/10 would miracle again. Cute game. Didn\u00b4t expect it to
run smoothly. Some bugs with mouse-pointer disappearing or mouse actions not acting properly. Can be "fixed" by opening the
game menu but reoccurs again and again. Music playing two loops together - at least you can take music off :). I love the
randomized plants, always a surprise what you get with new seeds. Still have a problem to figure out the difference between
succulents and grass sometimes. Easy gameplay, not much to do ATM but I played for 3 hours now and it\u00b4s relaxing ... if
there weren\u00b4t those little bugs. But restarting the game helps, sometimes. But you lose all your effort for that day.. i like
the concept i just want it to friggin work. Should you buy this? Yes!
It is a really nice game for only 2 euros, I am sure having a lot of fun playing it!
Be sure to check it out if you love achievement hunting like me! :). Brutal difficulty and makes you figure out what you're
supposed to do for yourself in most cases.. end game is pretty empty, very little content. once you get you beds, food and plenty
of money you have won the game. needs more like pickaxe/axe advancements, better resourse management is also needed, 40+
dwarf on a Ryzen 7 1800x, Duel RX580 8GB, 16gb ram and i still get heaps of lag.. Dear Steam,

Please remove this game from my account and refund my money.
I did not realize this game is a vr only game.
And I do not own a oculus rift.

Please point out to all customers that this games is VR ONLY!!

Thanks in advance!

Raymond
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Great game once again from MCF. It did take a few puzzles to really get into the flow of the new game style but it was
incredibly enjoyable. Also kudos to Big Fish for all the nostalgia in this game it was a great trip down memory lane (extra kudos
for the peg leg!!). Only complaint is how short the game was, then again I just never want these games to end!

Absolutely loved the story line and ending for the game!. nice work. great scan quality. I could be wrong, but the Terra-Cotta
Warriors from China doesnt looks right, feels like its scan from a bad replica.. I got to repair, plot course, and navigate a
submarine, which was nice.. Cheap Knockoff of Kings Bounty and that series. I wouldnt have purchased this if it wasnt on
special. Great concept but far far behind other games in this turn based gameplay.. After about an hour there is really nothing
else to do. You go tough guards so fast that even your population reaches a stand still. Not worth the price needs more con,tent.. 
https://youtu.be/qPu4WBWX5pM

The limited enemy variety and bare bones AI are a major flaw in this game's attempt to build suspense and horror themes. Lack
luster level design also weakens the overall experience.. To be fair i really enjoy this game. it reminds me of the old gameboy
games. you level up and kick butt, I'd recommand this game because not only is it funny and addicive but its also cheap. I mean
what else can you ask for. Seriously what are you waiting for... Buy and Download it now:D!
. This game is not worth a dollar, one could find better flash games with a quick search. Stay away from this one if you don't
have a coupon. That being said, ten cents is a much more appealing price point, if you get the 90% off coupon for this game
there is no reason not to pick it up. I got the six easy achievements (completed the game) in 14 minutes. The achievements are
the only positive point though, I cannot grant this game a positive review, it's just too simplistic and lacks content even for 10
cents.
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